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Introduction
Presently, there is an increasing demand for multi-view TEM

observation of semiconductor device failure locations where the
feature size of interest is smaller than the specimen thickness, and
where the thin section has other features that may have high Z
materials that obscure the site of interest in the TEM [ 1 ]. Therefore,
different viewing angles are necessary — such as a cross-section view
of a defect-containing planar thin specimen. A major obstacle for
the preparation of three dimensional specimens of this nature is
specimen preparation. Great care must be taken when preparing a
thin specimen from an already thin existing TEM specimen. In this
article, three-dimensional TEM specimen preparation refers to the
creation of a single specimen that contains adjacent, multiple views,
at different orientations with respect to each other, e.g., planar and
cross section images.

This technique was originally developed for cases where cross
sectional viewing was desired, but a precise target location was
unavailable; so a plan view TEM specimen provided the precise
location for a subsequently prepared cross-section specimen [2].
The method is extended in this article to the creation of a second
cross section, perpendicular to a first cross section: a cross section
of a cross section.
Main Issues

There are two key steps in 3-D specimen preparation: 1.) cre-
ating a thin film at the target location that is electron transparent,
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Plane-view TEM image
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Cross-sectional TEM image at location A-A
Figure 1:3D TEM image that was done in 1999: It revealed

gate oxide pinholes.
and then 2.) tilting a portion of the specimen 90 degrees relative to
the original specimen orientation so that the thin target area will
be facing the electron beam in the TEM in a direction 90 degrees
removed from the first viewing direction.

Target

Fig. 2A) Mark and deposit a protective
layer at the target

Fig. 2B) Create a window on one side
of the target

Fig. 2C) Isolate the target by cutting
trenches

Fig. 2D) Make a fine cut to prepare a Fig. 2E) FIB erode the connection area to Fig. 2F) Stop cutting when the little
thin membrane at the target bend the small piece containing the target. piece is bent to about 90 degrees

Figure 2: Diagrams illustrate the specimen preparation procedure. The gray tint is meant to depict the walls of the FIB cuts perpendicular to the
surface. The window in figure 2B is a perpendicular opening from top to bottom of the thin substrate.
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Figure 3: SEM image showing a 3D specimen cross section view created from a planar specimen
that is leaning to one side (left), Specimen tilting with a TEM holder can overcome this problem. TE
mode dark field image is shown on right.

The first successful 3-D specimen was made in 1999

bending up towards the beam is believed to be
electrostatic in nature. We can take advantage
of this phenomenon to controllably bend a
small piece of thin specimen at the target site
in an original specimen by FIB cutting it so
that FIB-induced specimen tilting can be real-
ized. The following is the detailed description
of the procedure.

First, a FIB is used to mark the target
location and deposit a protective layer on top
of the target if necessary (figure 2A). Then,
on one side of the target, create a rectangular
window. This window will be the viewing area
for the final specimen after the target tilting

operation (figure 2B). Cut trenches around the target to isolate
at Precision TEM (figure 1.). A mechanical polishing technique . / . . 5 \ . , ., , ,. , . , . . . . . .

, - , , the target location from the bulk of the thin specimen substrate,
was utilized for both steps in the preparation
process with the result that the resulting two
views revealed gate oxide pinholes. Since then,
researchers have developed other techniques [2]
[3] [4] [5] [6] [7] that either eliminate or mini-
mize skilled mechanical polishing operations
for the second (tilting) step. These include the
Omniprobe method [2] [4], the lift-out method
[5], the vertical grid transferring method [6], and
the saw method [7]. All of these methods take
advantage of a FIB tool's precise cutting capabil-
ity to create a thin membrane at the target area.
One critical distinction between the referenced
methods and the method presented in this article
is that, in the referenced methods, specimen tilt-
ing to view planar specimens in cross section is
accomplished via the transfer of the specimen
to a second grid for the specimen preparation
second (tilting) step. The transferring process
can be complicated and result in a low yield of
3D specimens.

Directly tilting a portion of the specimen on
the original grid through 90 degrees will simplify
greatly the preparation process and increase the
yield of 3-D specimens due to the fact that it
avoids the specimen transferring step. This can
be done by using a FIB cut to bend a portion of
the specimen silicon through 90 degrees on the
original grid. Both steps: thin membrane creation
at a target and local specimen bending are done
sequentially in the same FIB chamber and on
the same grid.
Tilting Process Steps

It is well known that silicon is a brittle mate-
rial that breaks when it is bent. However, this is
true only for a "thick" silicon specimen. Many
FIB users have experienced the phenomenon
that a small piece of silicon may bend toward the
beam during FIB thinning and especially when
the specimen is being cut free of its substrate.
This fact illustrates the fact that silicon is very
flexible when thin. The force that causes the

Figure 4: A low magnification TE mode image shows the tilted specimen (on left) and the
untilted part (on right). Both parts are nearly perpendicular to each other.

Figure 5: A high magnification image of the figure 4 specimen: the left view shows x-direction
cut and the right one shows the 3D image at location A-A.
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One end is left uncut to maintain a connection between the small,
target-containing, piece and the thin specimen substrate (figure
2C). A fine cut is then made to form a thin electron-transparent
membrane at the target area for subsequent TEM viewing (figure
2D). The next cut is at the connection area between the small piece
and the main part (figure 2E). This cut is the most important step
because it determines the bending angle of the small piece of silicon
relative to the main part of the thin specimen substrate.

Before this final cutting operation, the substrate silicon lattice
keeps the small target piece attached and co-planar with respect to
the main part of the specimen substrate. During this final cut, the
silicon lattice between the two parts is eroded to the point that the
target-containing piece begins to bend up toward the beam. The
specimen movement can be seen and monitored in the previously
FIB-created window. Since the amount of erosion of the silicon
lattice via FIB cutting, controls the bending angle of the target-
containing piece, repeated cutting operations may be necessary to
achieve the desired angle, which is about 90 degrees with respect
to the original thin substrate. In practice, a perfect 90 degree tilt is
hard to achieve and a little leaning toward the side may also occur.
One example of a leaning specimen is shown in Figure 3. However,
a deviation off 90 degrees and a small amount of perpendicular
leaning is of no consequence and can be easily adjusted away via
the TEM's goniometer stage during analysis. A FIB deposit in the
bending hinge area can be performed to lock the final tilt position.
The final specimen shape is shown in figure 2F. In this way the target
area is successfully tilted and a 3-D TEM specimen is formed.
Results

The method is very simple. The specimen preparation proce-
dure, post initial view specimen creation, including thin membrane
creation and specimen tilting, is accomplished and monitored in the
FIB, and a near 100% success rate is easily achievable. The whole
process can be done within 15-30 minutes.

An example is shown in figures 4 and 5 that reveal contact
blocking failure. Figure 4 is a low magnification STEM image that
shows the structures in 3-D mode. In this case we show a cross
section created from a cross section. The tilted, target-area, cross
section is on the left and the untilted, cross section substrate is on
the right. Figure 5 is a 3-D image comparison: The left image is

from the original untilted cross section and reveals partial contact
blocking. The right image is from the cross section tilted 90 degrees
with respect to the left figure and reveals the failing root cause of
poor spacer nitride.

The first, initial thinning preparation step, can be accom-
plished by a variety of methods. Initial thinning for the figure 3
example was performed by tripod polishing, which will result in
a very large area for step 2 processing. The initial preparation of
the specimen in figures 4 and 5 was via an ex-situ FIB "Lift-Out"
specimen preparation protocol, with the section FIB-tacked to a
tripod polished specimen. The two 3-D specimens in figure 6 were
cut into a single in-situ FIB "Lift-Out" specimen on a carbon film
coated TEM grid. •
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Figure 6: Two 3-D specimen regions cut into a FIB Lift-Out specimen
resting on a carbon film on a TEM grid.
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